
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 4

Relatively open sets. Let (X,d) be a metric space of letY: X.

Then a satUIYis called relatively open
*** with respect to Y or open in

YifU is

just an opened in the metric space (i,d).

Obs. Therelatively open site withrespect to Y are exactly
the sets UAYfor an open

at UCX (open in X).
Proof. We showed that this is true for open balls at

open acts are unions ofopenballs.

Exagle. Theset 10,1) is not open in 1 butis

open relative 20 20,1).

Fact. In matric space (X,d), X of % no open.any

Closed sets. Closed sets are justthe complements ofopen sets.



Obs. Arbitrary intersections ofloved ats are closed
of finite unions of closed sets are closed.

Proof. Follows from the analogous properties of open set

by taking implements (deMorgan's laws).

fact. In asymetric space (x,d, Xul * are closed.

Thus, they are dopen (closed and open).

Exagles. closed balls are closed,in any metric sp. (X,d).
Proof. LetBr(x) ==(ycX:d(x,y) =r].

2.y
Let y*Br(x), so d(x,y)>r so

y 72x8ct.d(x,y) > r+2 so

Ba(s) 15r(x) =0 by the Arinea.

In particular all closed intervalson
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we'll show at there is a natural bijection
between Cal IN. his bijection is

defined as follows:

1 f:2N + C

x/ xHRIXIn, where xn=(0,x, .. .,Xn-)
xxNX

! By the completeness of IR, it follows It A IxInt.
(We'll prove this later.) This is the leana of

nested intervals.
Remark. This is a bisection of both falfare

continuous. Rus C is homeomorphic no 2'N

Consider IN with theusual metric d
The open balls here are thesame a closed balls,
are open balls are the same as cylinders
(w):= (N(X:x(IN), has these sets are dopen.

Indeed, if Inzn, Men [n3 = VSWB.
N W +W't24

1) Recall. Thelargest open subset of a setU2X

xYXNYXY is the int(4).



Wef. For a subset ofa metric
space (X,d), we

define Ias the smallestclosed superset ofY.
This exists because int4"fullfils the requirement,
-

Y = int (Y9? This is called the closure of Y.

Prop. F =theset ofall adherentpoints to,
where a point xCX is said to be adherent to

0 if any neighbourhood of xintersects Y.
Y ⑪

open ball around

Proof. This follow from the def of int (4), indeed,
int(10 =33(X:7320 Ba() =YY, so
int(4(= 9y(X:02s0 Bu(y) 1Y =03.

Density. Aset DIX is a metric space (X,1) is called
dense if it has a representative (i.e. intersects

every momempty open
cut.

Obs. A set is deciseIitsclosure is the whole space.

Exaples, In IR, the following sets are dense:



⑪

- IR

- 2+0, 2.Ohare dense

IRII 2+So is dense.
· In 12, 0.x02 is dense ifboth D, 2) Wh

we dense, e.g. ex(v
+0)

In ININ, the following at is dense:

300000...:WCINCIN3.

obs. A sot BC INNis dense =>
VwCIN<N Zxt INN S.t. W"XED.

HW. R =INN is called dense if NWEIN"N
FW'CINCIN s.f. NUN't2.

(a) Prove Htif he is dense then

200: = (w000...:wEd3 is desse

in INCN.

(b) Does there exista dense BNNN
thatcontains exactlyone word of each
length?



SO,1) Canforset is an open
dense act in

SO,1]. HW

Limits of sequences. Asequence (Xu) in a at X is

just a function IN- X.
Set, let i be a propertyofnatural numbers.

Wewile & P(u) tomean all me except her
finitely many satisfy P. Formally,

VBP(n)<= 7NVuINP(n).
We write 7%P(a) to mean that infinites
way neIN satisfy P. Formally,

-On P(n) <= UNJnINP(a).

Obs. - **P(n) <=> 5& < P(u), where - denotes negat

Exagles. 7On In is prime), *On (2">7n10%.
Bet. In a metric space (X,d), a sequence (a) is said
H to converse to xeXif Xneighbourhood of x,j VOn XuGU,


